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Scan the QR code to go to 
the E. Boselli  & C  website 

and discover our fabrics and 
technical information.  



Founded in 1898, Boselli is a verticalized company that controls the entire production 

process, from the yarn, to the fabric up to the finishing, satisfying different uses: 

underwear, swimwear, apparel, sportswear and homewear, with the utmost expertise in 

polyester. The entire production cycle is monitored and controlled. Attention to quality, 

service, respect for the environment, safety and health of our people are values rooted 

in the company’s culture and history.

Boselli is based in the region of Como, next to the the impressive natural beauty of 

Lake Como and the mountains that surround it. The territory, the people and the 

culture of Como are embedded in our history.

Lake Como, Italy

E.Boselli & C. : Innovators by tradition

The leader of polyester fabrics 

Villa Olmo, Como, Italy
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Boselli is in the 

Como Textile District 
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The completely verticalized production plant is our strength, which allows us a 

constant control over the entire process, from the yarn to the fabric up to the finishing, 

guaranteeing certified quality and innovative solutions. The constant development of 

articles, jacquard designs and new color proposals, allows us to offer our customers 

a stylistic collaboration and technical support. By monitoring each phase of the 

production cycle, we are able to reduce the use of water, chemicals and avoid waste. 

Sustainability is an integral part 
of our concept of quality“
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All Boselli’s Eco Fabrics are GRS certified

The Global Recycle Standard (GRS) 

responds to the need of providing an 

environmental declaration verified by 

third parties proving:

• The content from recycled materials 

of their products (both intermediate and 

finished)

• Compliance with environmental, social, 

ethical and safety criteria

• It certifies that Boselli’s fabrics are 

obtained from recycled materials that 

respect those criterias, extended to all 

stages of the production chain.

Eco Fabrics

REBIS.GRS 6A406 

RENET.GRS 9A407 

RACE24.GRS 2412C  

TECH24.GRS 24C12 dis 9642

TECH24.GRS 24C12 dis 9643     

REPOWER.GRS 7640X

RACE24JACQ.GRS C2412 dis 5846

RACE24JACQ.GRS C2412 dis 7684

RACE24JACQ.GRS C2412 dis 7685

RACE24JACQ.GRS C2412 dis 7686

RACE24JACQ.GRS C2412 dis 7687

RACE24JACQ.GRS C2412 dis 7688

RACE24JACQ.GRS C2412 dis 7689

RACE24JACQ.GRS C2412 dis 7690

RACE24JACQ.GRS C2412 dis 5845

WINTECH.GRS 9A499 dis 5881

WINTECH.GRS 9A499 dis 5882

ECOMALIBU.GRS 9A496 dis 9654

ECOVICHY.GRS 9A505 dis 9636

VENICE.GRS 9A477 dis 5999
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PFC FREE 
NO FLUOROCARBON IN THE BOSELLI PRODUCTION 

Boselli offers the 3D digital version of fabrics for 
maximum collaboration with customers who already 

use 3D modeling.

3D-Ready 
GHISALLOJACQ T2112 

dis 5570 col. K21

1110



Find Bosellis bestseller fabrics on www.boselli.it.
Select in the shop the color, the quality you want 
to buy and choose the quantity of meters. Add 
this to the shopping basket and place your order. 

www.boselli.it
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Polyester Fabric INNOVATION
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Polyester Fabric PERFORMANCE
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High performance, excellent tear resistance, no pilling, no curling effect, 

lightweight, ultra fine, high percentage of elastomer. A super technical fabric, 

pleasant tech touch that is often combined with fabrics attached with 

membranes. Ghisallo is also used for its high breathability factor and for 

this reason it is applied in the construction of winter garments, on the back 

of the athlete. It is suitable for a total look, from sports tops to shorts. It 

has the opaque and compact look that are typical of elegant fabrics and, 

for this reason, it is suitable for garments to be worn to go to the office 

with the bicycle. Suitable for tapeable, bonding and lasercut technologies, 

and it is also printable. Weight: 128 g/sqm Composition: PL 78 % EL 22 %.

GHISALLO 2112T

2112T GHISALLO
col Y65

MULTI SPORT

4-way 
stretch

Super 
Comfort

Fast dryingBreathability No pilling Extra Fine Wind Proof  Comfort   
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Top: Sportful

The evolution of the Ghisallo article, with jacquard 

designs and 3D effects that create a fashionable look 

but also allow to increase breathability and moisture 

management performance. It is quick dry, printable and 

suitable for tapeable, bonding and lasercut technologies.

Weight: 134 g/sqm Composition: PL 76 % EL 24 %. 

GHISALLOJACQ T2112

T2112 GHISALLOJACQ
dis 7668
col B9B

Breathability Extra Fine Fast 
drying

4-way 
stretch

Super 
comfort

Easy care  Wind proofJacquard  
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GHISALLOJACQ T2112

GHISALLOJACQ T2112

dis 7634 
col Z3F

dis 7635 
col Z3F

dis 7636 
col Z3F

dis 7637 
col Z3F

dis 7641 
col K89

dis 7699 
col K89
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dis 7561 
col K21

dis 7754 
col M71

dis 5869 
col G46

dis 5872 
col G46

GHISALLOJACQ T2112

GHISALLOJACQ T2112

2322



DELFINO 9A419 9S 

9A419 9S DELFINO 
col 001

Light, woven 4 way stretch super technical and high performance fabric, useful for functional 

garments as well as competition, fitness, training and workout clothes. Athletics: running and 

cycling. Swimwear: training, triathlon and Olympic games. Excellent muscle compression and 

super comfortable. High chlorine resistance, elastic modulus with strong re-entry capacity, high 

cover and non-transparency. Presents a very good air passage and it is suitable for tapeable, 

bonding, ultrasound and laser technologies. No curling and no pilling and high tear resistance.

Weight: 144 g/sqm  Composition: PL 66 % EL 34 %.

4-way 
stretch

Super 
Comfort

Fast dryingBreathability No pilling Extra Fine Wind Proof  Comfort   

DELFINOJACQ 9A474 9S 

9A474 9S DELFINOJACQ
dis 5790 
col E02

4-way 
stretch

Super 
Comfort

Fast dryingBreathability No pilling Extra Fine Wind Proof  Comfort   

Light, woven 4 way stretch super technical and high performance jacquard fabric, with diffe-

rent design possibilities, useful for functional garments as well as competition, fitness, training 

and workout clothes. Athletics: running and cycling. Swimwear: training, triathlon and Olympic 

games. Excellent muscle compression and super comfortable. High chlorine resistance, elastic 

modulus with strong re-entry capacity, high cover and non-transparency. Presents a very good 

air passage and it is suitable for tapeable, bonding, ultrasound and laser technologies. No cur-

ling effect, no pilling and high tear resistance. Weight: 151 g/sqm Composition: PL 66 % EL 34 %
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GAVIA 9B419  
Thickness, woven 4 way stretch super technical and high performance jacquard fabric, 

useful for functional garments as well as competition, fitness, training and workout 

clothes. Athletics: running and cycling. Swimwear: training, triathlon and Olympic 

games. Excellent muscle compression and super comfortable. High chlorine resistance, 

elastic modulus with strong re-entry capacity, non-transparency. High breathability, 

high evaporation, very high air permeability. Weight: 165 g/sqm  Composition: PL 66 % EL 34 %

9B419 GAVIA
col 598

4-way 
stretch

Super 
Comfort

Fast dryingBreathability No pilling Super 
density 

yarn

Extra Fine Wind Proof  

GAVIAJACQ 9B474 

9B474 GAVIAJACQ
dis 5791
col G32

Light, woven 4 way stretch super technical and high performance jacquard fabric, with 

different design  possibilities, useful for functional garments as well as competition, 

fitness, training and workout clothes. Athletics: running and cycling. Swimwear:

 training, triathlon and Olympic games. Excellent muscle compression and super 

comfortable. High chlorine resistance, elastic modulus with strong re-entry capacity, 

high cover and non-transparency. Presents a very good air passage and it is suitable 

for tapeable, bonding, ultrasound and laser technologies. No curling effect, no 

pilling and high tear resistance.Weight: 168 g/sqm Composition: PL 66 % EL 34 % 

4-way 
stretch

Super 
Comfort

Fast dryingBreathability No pilling Extra Fine Wind Proof  Comfort   
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Lightweight and elastic in all directions (4-way 

stretch) for extreme comfort, perfect fit and 

extra lightness. It is windproof thanks to its high 

yarn density per centimeter. It presents high tear 

resistance, calculated elongation and it is pilling 

proof. It is used a lot on tops and cycling suits, 

both in competition and teams. Suitable for tape, 

bond, laser, inkjet printing and transfer processing.

Weight: 100 g/sqm Composition: PL 73 % EL 27 %

BISOU 2012A

2012A BISOU
col Y65

Breathability 4-way 
stretch

Ultra light Fast drying Super 
Comfort

Extra Fine MoldableSuper 
density 

yarn
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BISOUJACQ A2012BISOUJACQ A2012

dis 7584 
col CD5

dis 7586 
col CD5

dis 7599 
col 084

dis 7739 
col CD5

dis 7600
col CD5 

3130



9A406 REBIS.GRS
col 084

REBIS.GRS 9A406

Eco Fabrics

Very light fabric made with recycled yarn from plastic bottles, with 

GRS certification. Soft touch, second skin feeling, ultra fine, high 

yarn density. Perfect with ultrasonic and bonding technologies. Very 

comfortable thanks to its 4 way stretch, high quantity of elastan, 

no curling, fast dry. Perfect for shorts, panties and hypsters. 

Useful style for underwear to swimwear. Weight: 110 g/sqm.  

Recycled PL 75%  EL 20% PL 5 %

4-way 
stretch

BreathabilityUltra Light Fast drying Super 
Comfort

Recycled Extra Fine Moldable

A fabric that allows freecut processing and raw cut, meaning 

it does not require seams. Clean cut with no curling effect. It 

allows the realization of innovative garments with the use of 

tape technologies (tapeable) as well as ultrasonic and bonding 

technologies. Weight: 80 g/sqm Composition: PL 85 % EL 15 %

BISOUFREE 9A230

9A230 BISOUFREE
col 500

4-way 
stretch

Ultra lightFree cut

Free cut

Breathability Extra Fine Comfort   No pilling Super 
Comfort
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A super light, technical and elegant fabric, 100% polyester, with natural mechanical elasticity, 

without elastomer and therefore excellent for transfer printing. Refined with 70 gr/mtq, it offers 

super quick dry, UV protection and it is breathable. For these characteristics, it is suitable for 

outdoor sports such as cycling (tops), running (pants), tennis (pants), golf (full suits) and sailing. 

Very appreciated by sailors because it protects from UV rays, dries quickly after splashing 

water and has a strong fashion tailoring component thanks to how it falls and drapes. MUSBIEL 

has a matte and compact appearance making it an elegant and fashionable fabric, and for 

this reason it is also used for casual clothing and streetwear. Suitable for tapeable, bonding 

and lasercut technologies and it is also printable. Weight: 68 g/sqm Composition: PL 100 %

MUSBIEL 5812A

5812A MUSBIEL
col  500

Ultra lightBreathability Easy care Extra Fine Comfort   Super 
density 

yarn

No pilling Bonded
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Woven fabric with a brushed finishing, peach skin feeling, lightweight, 

4-way stretch for extreme comfort, perfect fit. It is windproof thanks 

to its high yarn density per centimeter. It presents high tear resistance, 

calculated elongation and it is pilling proof. It is used a lot on tops 

and cycling suits, both in competition and teams, for studio and 

indoor activities. Suitable for tape, bond, laser, inkjet printing and 

transfer processing. Weight: 102 g/sqm Composition: PL 73 % EL 27 %

MOUBISOU 18 2012A

MOUBISOU 18 2012A 
col 500

Breathability 4-way 
stretch

Easy Care  Super 
Comfort

Super 
density 

yarn

Extra Fine Ultra Light 

3736



Top: Giordana

Woven fabric, 4-way stretch, naturally offering moisture 

management for technical constructions and for microfiber

yarn type. Very thin with high coverage, extra comfortable 

because it is elastic in all directions. Used often in cycling 

in contact with the skin, offers a pleasant soft touch. It is 

breathable and fast drying with a very elegant look. No pilling, 

high resistance to abrasion and breakage. Suitable for raw 

cut processing and bonding, it is tapeable and printable.

Weight: 121 g/sqm Composition: PL 79 % EL 21 %

NETTUNO 2012M

2012M NETTUNO
col 707

4-way 
stretch

Fast dryingBreathability Super 
Comfort

UV 
Protection

Easy Care  Super 
density 

yarn
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9A407 RENET.GRS
col 500

Eco Fabrics

Recycled PL 75% EL 21% PL 4%

RENET.GRS 9A407
Very technical fabric made with recycled yarn from plastic bottles, 

GRS certification, 4-way stretch, soft touch, ultra fine, high yarn 

density. Perfect with ultrasonic and bonding technologies. Super 

comfortable, high quantity of elastan, no curling effect and very good recover. 

Offers light support from hypsters to swimwear and fashionable styles. Very 

good in sports garments for light body muscle control. Weight: 119 g/sqm 

Breathability UV 
Protection

Super 
density 

yarn

Super 
comfort

4-way 
stretch

Recycled Fast 
drying

High technical performance combined with elegant appearance, eco-sustainable, 

GRS certified, using yarns obtained from post-consumer recycling of plastic bottles. 

Woven fabrics with high yarn density per centimeter, elastic in all directions following 

the shapes of the body, with an adequate and proportionate muscle compression 

and therefore ultra comfortable. Super thin but with high elastic modulus. Opaque, 

breathable, super fast drying. No pilling, no curling effect, abrasion and tear resistant. 

Weight: 150 g/sqm 

Recycled PL 82% EL 18%

RACE24.GRS 2412C

2412C RACE24.GRS
col 500

Super 
density 

yarn

4-way 
stretch

Recycled

Eco Fabrics

Fast 
drying

Breathability Easy care  No pilling Extra Fine 
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DAVIS 9A400

Fast 
drying

Wind proof Super 
Comfort

No pillingBreathability Extra Fine 

9A400 DAVIS 
col B18

Woven, light weight , extra fine, comfort stretch. Super 

technical and high performance fabric, useful for 

functional garments as well as competition, fitness and 

training. Athletics: running and cycling. Swimwear: men 

short, high chlorine resistance. Tennis and golf end use 

because the breathability: it has very good air passage, 

fast dry and moisture management. It is suitable for 

tapeable, bonding, ultrasound and laser technologies. 

No curling effect, no pilling and high tear resistance. 

Weight: 109 g/sqm Composition: PL 88 % EL 12 %

Easy care  
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SET 9C400 SLAM 9B400

9C400 SET 
col 500

9B400 SLAM 
col 500

Super technical and high performance fabric, useful for functional garments 

as well as competition, fitness and training. Padel, Tennis and golf end use 

because the breathability: it has very good air passage, fast dry and moisture 

management. Outerwear ans Hiking. Swimwear: men short, high chlorine resistance. It 

is suitable for tapeable, bonding, ultrasound and laser technologies. No curling effect, 

no pilling and high tear resistance. Weight: 191 g/sqm Compostion: PL 91 % EL 19 %. 

Fast drying Fast dryingBreathability BreathabilityNo pilling No pillingWind Proof  Wind Proof  Comfort   Comfort   Super 
density 

yarn

Super 
density 

yarn

Easy care  Easy care  

Super technical and high performance fabric, useful for functional garments as 

well as competition, fitness and training. Padel, Tennis and golf end use because 

the breathability: it has very good air passage, fast dry and moisture management. 

Outerwear ans Hiking. Swimwear: men short, high chlorine resistance.  It is suita-

ble for tapeable, bonding, ultrasound and laser technologies. No curling effect, no 

pilling and high tear resistance. Weight: 163 g/sqm Composition: PL 90 % EL 10 %
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Woven monoelastic fabric with excellent windproof properties. The 

mechanical finishing treatment enhances its fineness, lightness and 

super technical factor. It offers quick dry, UV protection, no pilling, 

no curling effect and abrasion resistance. Used to make technical 

jackets with anti-climate properties for outdoor sports such as 

running, cycling and sailing. It can be transfer printed. PORDOI can be 

coordinated with all other Boselli articles, either for solid color or in 

a mix-match look with the prints. Suitable for tapeable, bonding and 

lasercut technologies. Weight: 69 g/sqm Composition: PL 86 % EL 14 %

PORDOI 04 6712A

6712A 04 PORDOI
col 084

BreathabilityMono 
stretch

Wind proof Fast 
Drying

No pilling Water 
Repellent

Extra Fine Comfort   

Jacket: eVent

Windproof
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H2112 MAXS
dis 9647
col 500

MAXS H2112

Woven fabrics, 4 way stretch, midlayer, cozy and soft touch, 

very comfortable for sportwear with high technical content 

and fashion look. Super dull, high percentage of elastomeric 

yarn, high yarn density, no transparent, no curling, breatha-

ble. Suitable for tape, band and laser technologies and it’s 

printable. Weight: 138 g/sqm Composition: PL 78 % EL 22 %

4-way 
stretch

Super 
density 

yarn

Breathability Fast 
Drying 

No Pilling  Easy care  Comfort   

Hiking 
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Woven fabric, light and thin, monostretch, with high 

thread percentage, elastomer, high yarn density per 

centimeter, no pilling, no curling effect, breathable, 

high tensile strength, high elastic modulus. 

Weight: 164 g/sqm Composition: PL 76 % EL 24 %

SUPERSTRETCH 21A12

21A12 SUPERSTRETCH
dis 9639
col 084

Super 
density 
 yarn

Breathability 4-way 
stretch

Fast 
Drying 

No Pilling  Easy care  Comfort   

Woven fabric, monostretch, “crepe” feeling very pleasant 

to the touch and skin contact, fashionable look, with high 

percentage of elastomer thread, high yarn density per 

centimeter, no pilling, no curling effect, breathable, high 

tensile strength, high elastic modulus. Weight: 147 g/sqm 

Composition: PL 77 % EL 23 %

SUPERCREPE 21B12

21B12 SUPERCREPE
dis 9639
col 084

Super 
density 

yarn

Breathability 4-way 
stretch

Fast 
Drying 

No Pilling  Easy care  Comfort   Extra Fine 

4 Way Stretch 4 Way Stretch
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Sport & Fashion

Woven fabric that combines the requirements of sports with a fashionable 

look. Excellent feel and optimal comfort are characteristics of the 

PLUTO fabrics, ideally suited for golf as well as for biking to the office. 

Stretch, comfort, quick dry and breathable. Anti odor, antibacterical and 

water repellent are the available finishings. Micro-texture patterns and 

a 3D effect surface for sporty and fashionable garments, on top of the 

technical performances. Weight: 116 g/sqm Composition: PL 75 % EL 25 % 

PLUTO E2012

E2012 PLUTO 
dis 9913 
col F99 

Fast 
Drying 

Special 
Dye 

Easy care  Extra Fine Breathability Super
comfort

4-way 
stretch

Super 
density 
 yarn

PLUTO 

E2012 PLUTO 
dis 5894 
col F99 

Breathability Super 
comfort

4-way 
stretch

Super 
density 
 yarn

Fast 
Drying 

Special 
Dye 

Easy care  Extra Fine 

5352
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FAST & FAST DRY 

FAST: tightly woven fabric to avoid membranes
FAST DRY: double woven fabrics always dry

Boselli  presents a new selection of fabrics named FAST: tightly wo-
ven fabrics to avoid the use of membranes, a double face with the 
characteristic of fast drying.

Boselli’s FAST items are the result of our company’s verticalization.

The polyester yarns are engineered with specific porosity and are 
conceived at Boselli’s twisting and warping facilities in Tresenda and 
are subsequently woven, dyed and finished with specific treatments. 

FAST: tessuti molto battuti per evitare le membrane
FAST DRY: tessuti double sempre asciutti

E.Boselli & C. presenta una nuova categoria di tessuti nominat FAST:
tessuti molto battuti per evitare le membrane, double face con la
caratteristica di asciugare velocissimamente.

I tessuti Boselli FAST sono il risultato della verticalizzazione azien-
dale.

I fili di poliestere progettati con specifica porosità, sono realizzati 
nella filatura e torcitura Boselli nello stabilimento di Tresenda, se-
guono poi la tessitura, tintura e finissaggio con trattamenti specifici.

FAST & FAST DRY

FAST: tightly woven fabric to avoid membranes
A new fabric with high technical performances: extremely breathable, 
quick evaporation (RET 0-6), fast moisture dispersion leaving your skin 
dry. High yarn density, blocking the air penetration. Air permeability is 
very  low and ensures protection from cold air and wind during sport 
activities. FAST is a PFC free fabric. 

FAST DRY: double faced weave fabrics always dry

DRY

FAST DRY is the the ability to move the moisture from the inside 
to the outside  surface. Allowing the inside fabric to fast dry and 
keeping it dry. FAST DRY is a PFC free fabric.

Boselli presents a new selection of fabrics named FAST and FAST 
DRY: FAST is a tightly woven fabrics to avoid the use of membranes. 
FAST DRY is a double face weave with the characteristic of be always 
dry. 

Boselli’s FAST items are the result of our company’s verticalization. 
The polyester yarns are engineered with specific porosity and are 
conceived at Boselli’s twisting and warping facilities in Tresenda and 
are subsequently woven, dyed and finished with specific treatments.

fabric 

air 

sweat 

sweat 

air 

body 

{fabric 
fast dry  
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Boselli FAST Art 9B419 GAVIA

E’ il nuovo tessuto dalle altissime performance tecniche: estremamente traspirante, 
alta evaporazione (RET 0-6), veloce dispersione del sudore lasciando la pelle semprea 
sciutta; chimico.
PERMEABILITA’ all’aria molto bassa (1,8 a 100Pa dopo 5 lavaggi), garantisce protezione 
dall’aria fredda e dal vento durante l’attività sportiva. Elastico in tutte e quattro le 
direzioni, stabilità ottima sia in trama che ordito, sottile e non trasparente, gradevole 
al tatto e piacevole sulla pelle, segue e supporta i movimenti muscolari, il tutto senza 
uso di membrana.

FAST: tessuti molto battuti per evitare le membrane

Fast: tightly woven fabric to avoid membranes
BOSELLI FAST Art. 9B419 GAVIA

A new fabric with high technical performances: extremely breathable, quick evapora-
tion (RET 0-6), fast moisture dispersion leaving your skin dry.
Air permeability is very  low (1,8 a 100pa after 5 washes) and ensures protection 
from cold air and wind during sport activities. It’s a 4way stretch and benefits an 
excellent stability both in warp and weft, thin but not sheer pleasing to the touch 
and enjoyable at skin contact, adapting and supporting the body’s shape, all of this
without the nuse of a membrane. 
Boselli’s production process is without FLUOROCARBON: PFC FREE.  

Fast 

9B419 GAVIA 
col 598

Performance

General indications Sport, Swimwear

Available Finishings

Fabric Care Symbols

Certification

_Real colour tones of materials can differ from reality because of the digital conversion process.

E.BOSELLI & C srl
Italia 22077 OLGIATE COMASCO (CO)
tel +39 031 9843011
www.boselli.it

Fabric  made in Italy

Fabric

Composition

Width

Weight

Elasticity warp

9B419 GAVIA

9B419 GAVIA

181 cm

171 gr/sqm

Thickness, woven 4 way stretch super technical and high performance jacquard fabric, useful for 
functional garments as well as competition, fitness, training and workout clothes. Athletics: running and 
cycling. Swimwear: training, triathlon and Olympic games. Excellent muscle compression and super comfortable. 
High chlorine resistance, elastic modulus with strong re-entry capacity, non-transparency. High breathability, 
high evaporation, very high air permeability. Color card 60. 

Antibacterial, Water repellent
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598
E02
H32

PL 66%  EL 34%

NV4

52%

52%Elasticity weft

Residual elongation warp

Residual elongation weft

2,5%

4%

Elastic module warp

Elastic module weft

1019 gf

960gf

4mm/sPermeability air 100 Pa new fabric 

RET fabric new 

Fast dry   

Thickness    

Opacity    

5,4

0,34mm

90

Digital 3D-File read xTex, U3M, Virtual Reality

UNI EN 14 704-1    

UNI EN 14 704-1    

UNI EN 14 704-1    

UNI EN 14 704-1    

UNI EN 14 704-1    

UNI EN 14 704-1    

UNI EN ISO 9237    

UNI EN ISO 11092    
UNI EN ISO 13029 

UNI EN ISO 5084    
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Fast Dry

There are 5 fabrics in fast dry range:

2 fabrics light weight, about 100 gr/sqm

-SUPER FAST DRY 21Q12

-SOFT FAST DRY 21S12

3 fabrics mid wight, about 150 gr/sqm

-XS FAST 21M12

-TWILL FAST 170 21C12

3 fabrics heavy weight, about 200 gr/sqm

-ROMBO FAST 200 A2112

BOSELLI 
PERFORMANCES

INNOVATION 
FABRICS

FAST DRY: double fabrics always dry

Boselli FAST DRY fabrics are the fabrics resulting from the company’s 
verticalization. 

FAST DRY because the water migrates from the inside to the outside, 
immediately disperses on the outer surface and the fabric is dry in a 
very fast time. 

The polyester threads designed with specific porosity, are made in 
Boselli spinning and twisting in the Tresenda plant, then follow the 
weaving, dyeing and finishing with specific treatments. 

FAST DRY fabrics have high density of threads per centimeter, the 
special armors determine the double-sided appearance. Double are 
the performances of FAST DRY fabrics: internal in contact with the 
skin are soft, pleasant to the touch and support muscle movements 
with a very good RET and are extremely breathable (value 2.2 on ave-
rage), the outer side of the fabric is compact, technical appearance 
and pleasant to the touch, high air permeability and a fast dispersion 
of surface moisture and therefore very high drying speed,  The fabric 
is always dry!

Mid weight: 147 gr/sqm Composition: PL 85 % EL 15 %  

High fast dry performance combined with a very pleasant and comfortable touch.

XS FAST 21M12

Fast Dry Mid Weight

Jaquard woven technology combined with special yarns obtains the innovative 

and high performance fabrics range FAST DRY.

The fabric looks like 2 layers: the fabric inner side close to the body is very soft 

and pleasant to the skin and muscle movements, the fabric external side has a 

nice technical look and touch.

FAST DRY because the water disappear immediatly and the fabric become dry 

in SUPER FAST time.

21M12 XS FAST
dis 7483
col 500Super 

density 
yarn

4-way 
stretch

Fast Dry Comfort Breathability   PFC-Free

DRY

 Membrane 
Free

6160



Fast Dry Light Weight

Light weight: 129 gr/sqm  Composition: PL 79 % EL 21 %

The highest fast dry performance and very comfortable 

touch.

SUPER FAST DRY 21Q12

21Q12 SUPER FAST DRY
dis 7482
col 500

DRY DRY

sweat 

air 

body 

{fabric 
fast dry  

Super density 
yarn

Super density 
yarn

4-way 
stretch

4-way 
stretch

Fast Dry Fast DryComfort Comfort

Breathability   Breathability   

PFC-Free PFC-Free

Light weight: 125 gr/sqm

The highest fast dry performance and very 

comfortable touch. Composotion: PL 80 % EL 20 % 

SOFT FAST DRY 21S12

21S12 SOFT FAST DRY
dis 7482
col 500

sweat 

air 

body 

{fabric 
fast dry  

Fast Dry Light Weight

 Membrane 
Free

 Membrane 
Free

6362



Fast Dry Mid Weight

Mid weight: 176 gr/sqm

The fast dry performance combined with twill 

texture. Comfortable and elegant for technical and 

stylish spowrtwear. Compostion PL 87 % EL 13 % 

TWILL FAST 170 21C12

21C12 TWILL FAST 170
dis 7480
col 500

sweat 

air 

body 

{fabric 
fast dry  

sweat 

air 

body 

{fabric 
fast dry  

Super density 
yarn Super density 

yarn

4-way 
stretch 4-way 

stretch

Fast Dry
Fast Dry

Comfort
Comfort

Breathability   

PFC-Free
PFC-Free

Fast Dry Heavy Weight

Heavy weight: 214 gr/sqm

The fast dry performance combined with jacquard 

texture rombo give a stylish look and improve the 

moisture managment effect. Composition: 

PL 90 % EL 10 %

ROMBO FAST 200 A2112

A2112 ROMBO FAST 200
dis 7481
col 500

DRY DRY

Breathability   

 Membrane 
Free

 Membrane 
Free

6564



GAVIA FAST WIND BREAKER + FAST DRY + THERMOREGULATOR

GAVIA FAST 300 9C419 GAVIA FAST 200 9D419

9C419 GAVIA FAST 300
dis 7731
col 598

9D419 GAVIA FAST 200
dis 7732
col 598

Fast Dry Fast DryComfort ComfortPFC-Free PFC-Free

Super density 
yarn

4-way 
stretch

Breathability   Super density 
yarn

4-way 
stretch

Breathability

Weight: 314 gr/sqm Compostion PL 81 % EL 19 % Weight: 206 gr/sqm Compostion PL 71 % EL 29 % 

GAVIA FAST guarantees wind protection because low air permeability, very high breathability and body 

evaporation, also it’s thermoregulator.  Without chemicals ( PFC FREE) and without membranes.

WIND BREAKER + FAST DRY + THERMOREGULATOR: WIND BREAKER EFFECT

How does that work?  The outer layer of the fabric is hight density of special yarns, it make the 

fabric extremely breathable, high evaporation (RET 0-6), fast dispersion of water (sweat) leaving 

the surface always dry, very low air permeability.

WIND BREAKER + FAST DRY + THERMOREGULATOR:  FAST DRY + THERMOREGULATOR EFFECT

How does that work?  The inner layer of the fabric has special yarns for FAST DRY performance 

than combined with GAVIA performance on the outer side allows high evaporation and there-

fore the replacement of the wet layer on the skin with a pleasant thermoregulatory effect and 

"always dry".

fabric 
fast dry  {

air 

sweat 

fabric 
fast dry  {

air 

sweat 

 Membrane 
Free

 Membrane 
Free
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AIR FAST  21F12 VELOCE  21G12

AIR FAST  

FABRIC 

AIR  AIR  

AIR  AIR  

SKIN SKIN

21F12 AIR FAST
dis 7746
col 084

21G12 VELOCE
dis 7747
col  084

Fast Dry Comfort

PFC-Free

Super density 
yarn

4-way 
stretch

Breathability

Extra 
Fine 

Ultra light

AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

VELOCE is designed for high aerodynamic garments, to reduce friction with the air and increase 

the speed of athletes. E.Boselli & C. presents VELOCE, a fabric of high technical performan-

ce obtained thanks to the company's verticalization. The polyester threads are created in the 

Boselli spinning and twisting plant, then followed by weaving, dyeing and finishing with specific 

treatments. Weight: 143 g/sqm Composition: PL 81 % EL 19 %. 

DRY

Fast Dry Comfort

Super density 
yarn

4-way 
stretch

PFC-Free

Extra 
Fine 

Ultra light

FABRIC 

AIR  

AIR  

SKIN SKIN

SUPER LIGHT, ALWAYS DRY  

Designed for super light garments, second skin, always dry.

AIR FAST: the light and very thin fabric that combines the FAST DRY effect with the AIR effect.

AIR FAST is created with yarns that help the fast dispersion of water (sweat) combined with an 

"air chamber" structure. The " air chamber " ensures continuous air circulation between the

 fabric and the skin. The athlete always has dry skin. AIR FAST is PFC-free and membrane-free. 

Weight: 123 g/sqm Composition: PL 78 % EL 22 %. 

Breathability
 Membrane 

Free

 Membrane 
Free

6968



Eco Fabrics          Satin

REPOWER.GRS 7640X

7640X REPOWER.GRS 
col 500

Fabric made from recycled yarn, GRS certified. The best high stretch satins. Silk appearance. 

Mono stretch, double face woven fabric, high yarn concentration, easy care, comfortable and 

mouldable. Weight goes from 150 gr/sqm up to very heavy such as 217 gr/sqm. Many options, 

solid or jacquard, to give any solution regarding functional needs and fashion. 

Recycled PL 87% EL 13% 

Breathability Comfort   Super 
density 

yarn

Easy care  Mono 
stretch

Recycled

Stretch Satin

BELLE 6784X

Breathability Comfort   Super 
density 

yarn

Easy care  Mono 
stretch

6784X BELLE
col 500

The heaviest fabric of the Dolly family, with 247 gr/sqm. It is a monoelastic satin with high

 yarnconcentration, it is breathable, smooth and thin. In lingerie is a supershape fabric,

 “modeling” with a lot of recover force. It can be used double-face and is very stylish. Thanks to 

these features it is also used in both women’s and men’s clothing, for example, in tuxedos.

Composition: PL 82 % EL 18 %. 

Extra Fine Bondable

7170



Natural appearance, 92 % polyester and 8 elastane, 

soft hand with an irregular cotton or linen natural 

feeling. Mono elastic, easy care, breathable, fast drying, 

light weight, opaque, high yarn density per centimeter, 

no curling effect and tear resistant. MOGADOR.MICRO 

is a creponne fabric, super comfortable for sportswear 

with high technical content and a fashion look.

Weight: 125 g/sqm . 

MOGADOR.MICRO 9A439

9A439 MOGADOR.MICRO
col Z3F

BreathabilityMono 
stretch

Super 
density 

yarn

Comfort   Easy care  Extra 
Fine 

No Pilling  Fast Dry

73



Coordinates with MOGADOR.MICRO, has a natural appearance, it is 

93 % polyester and 7 % elastane, 150 cm of width, soft hand with an 

irregular cotton or linen natural feeling, striped appearance in barrè 

tone on tone. Suited for sporty garments with technical content and 

a tailored look. Mono elastic, easy care, breathable, fast drying, light, 

dull, opaque, high yarn density per centimeter, no curling effect and 

tear resistant.Suitable for tape, bond and laser technologies and it 

is printable. Weight: 176 g/sqm. 

BATISTA 9A438

9A438 BATISTA
dis 5636
col Z3F

Breathability Super 
density 

yarn

Fast drying No Pilling  Easy care  Extra Fine 

DURANCE 9A552

Twille woven fabric, excellent windproof properties, water repellent, micro-

fiber yarn, ecombines the requirements of sports with a fashionable look, 

equally ideally suited for outerwear, mountain cloths as well as biking to the 

office, as well as for golf or completing the business outfit, well used for men 

short. The textured surface enhances its technical performances. It is quick 

dry, breathable, abrasion resistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no curling 

and rigid. It can be bonded and taped, as well as added finishings like 

antibacterial properties. Weight: 226 g/sqm Composition: PL 96 % EL 4 %.

9A552 DURANCE   
col 338

Fast drying Wind Proof  Comfort   Super
density 

yarn

Jacquard  High
 Resistence

7574



Mono stretch woven fabric, dense, dull, opaque, compact, 

technical with high percentage of elastomeric yarn, high 

yarn density per centimeter, no pilling, no curling effect, 

breathable, high tensile strength, high elastic modulus. 

Weight: 280 g/sqm  Composition: PL 87 %  EL 13 %. 

SUPERDULL I7044

I7044 SUPERDULL
dis 5661
col 500

BreathabilityMono 
stretch

Super 
density
 yarn

Fast drying Extra Fine Comfort   Easy care  No Pilling  

Indoor & Studio

Mono stretch shuttle fabric, super soft touch,  super dull, 

opaque with high percentage of elastomeric yarn, high 

yarn density per centimeter, no pilling, no curling effect, 

breathable, high tensile strength, soft and cozy touch.

Weight: 280 g/sqm  Composition: PL 90 %  EL 10 %. 

SUPERCOZY L7044

Indoor & Studio

L7044 SUPERCOZY
dis 5661
col 084

BreathabilityMono 
stretch

Super 
density
 yarn

Fast drying Comfort   Easy care  No Pilling  

7776



5109A 09 MICRAL 
col 147

MICRAL 5109A 09

Excellent windproof properties, water repellent, microfiber yarn, ecombines 

the requirements of sports with a fashionable look, equally ideally suited 

for biking to the office, as well as for golf or completing the business outfit. 

The textured surface enhances its technical performances. It is quick dry, 

breathable, abrasion resistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no curling and 

rigid. Woven fabrics can be bonded and taped, as well as added finishings 

like antibacterial properties. Weight: 112 g/sqm Composition: PL 100 %. 

Fast 
drying

Breathability Easy care  No Pilling  UV 
Protection

Wind proof Water 
Repellent

Microfiber 

5109B 02 MICROTECH 
col 924

MICROTECH 5109B 02

Excellent windproof properties, combines therequirements of sports with a 

fashionable look, equallyideally suited for biking to the office, as well as for 

golf orcompleting the business outfit. The brushed mechanicalfinishing treat-

ment on the microfiber yarns enhances itsfineness and soft touch. Quick dry, 

breathable, abrasionresistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no curling,rigid. 

Woven fabrics can be bonded and taped, as wellas added finishings like water 

repellent and antibacterialproperties. Weight: 88 g/sqm  Composition PL 100 %. 

Fast 
drying

Easy care  No Pilling  UV 
Protection

Wind proof Water 
Repellent

Extra Fine 

7978



5199C 04 MICROCAL
col 338

MICROCAL 5199C 04

Excellent windproof properties, combines the requirements of sports with a 

fashionable look, equally ideally suited for biking to the office, as well as for 

golf or completing the business outfit. The mechanical finishing treatment 

on the microfiber yarn enhances its fineness and soft shiny look. Quick dry, 

breathable, abrasion resistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no curling, rigid.

Woven fabrics can be bonded and taped, as well as added finishings like water 

repellent and antibacterial properties. Weight: 62 g/sqm  Composition: PL 100 % 

Fast 
drying

Easy care  No Pilling  UV 
Protection

Wind proof Water 
Repellent

Extra Fine Ultra Light 

Microfiber 

Excellent windproof and water repellent properties, combines the 

requirements of sports with a fashionable look, equally ideally suited for 

biking to the office, as well as for golf or completing the business outfit. 

The mechanical finishing treatment enhances its fineness, it is quick 

dry, breathable, abrasion resistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no 

curling, rigid. Woven fabrics can be bonded and taped, as well as added 

finishings like antibacterial. Weight: 80 g/sqm Compostion: PL 100 %. 

IMPERSEI 6299B 04

6299B 04 IMPERSEI 
col 707

Fast 
drying

Easy care  No Pilling  UV 
Protection

Wind proof Water 
Repellent

Extra Fine 

8180



ALP  9A454

9A454 ALP  
col L86 

Twille woven fabric, excellent windproof properties, water repellent, microfiber yarn, 

ecombines the requirements of sports with a fashionable look, equally ideally suited 

for outerwear-mountain cloths as well as biking to the office, as well as for golf or 

completing the business outfit, well used for men short. The textured surface enhances 

its technical performances. It is quick dry, breathable, abrasion resistant, very light, 

sun-block, easy care, no curling and rigid. It can be bonded and taped, as well as 

added finishings like antibacterial properties. Weight: 115 g/sqm Composition: PL 100 %

Hiking 

Wind 
proof

No pilling Fast 
drying

Extra Fine UV 
Protection

Easy care  Water 
Repellent

8382



DOLOMIT  9A310 05

Woven taffetà fabric, equally ideally suited for outerwear-mountain 

cloths as well as biking to the office, as well as for golf or comple-

ting the business outfit, well used for men short, polyester microfiber 

yarn, combine the requirements of sports with a fashionable look. The 

textured surface enhances its technical performances. It is quick dry, 

breathable, abrasion resistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no cur-

ling and rigid. It can be bonded and taped, as well as added finishings 

like antibacterial properties. Weight: 135 g/sqm Composition: PL 100 %

9A310 05 DOLOMIT
col YJ4

Fast 
drying

Odour 
Control

Breathability Super 
density
 yarn

Easy care  No Pilling  UV 
Protection

MALOJA  9A512 05

9A512 05 MALOJA
col ZF9 

Woven taffetà fabric, equally ideally suited for outerwear-mountain 

cloths as well as biking to the office, as well as for golf or comple-

ting the business outfit, well used for men short, polyester microfiber 

yarn, combine the requirements of sports with a fashionable look. The 

textured surface enhances its technical performances. It is quick dry, 

breathable, abrasion resistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no cur-

ling and rigid. It can be bonded and taped, as well as added finishings 

like antibacterial properties. Weight: 134 g/sqm  Composition: PL 100 %

Fast 
drying

Odour 
Control

Breathability Super 
density
 yarn

Easy care  No Pilling  UV 
Protection

8584



FEDAIA  9509P 05

9509P 05 FEDAIA  
col 70T  

Woven twill fabric, equally ideally suited for outerwear-mountain cloths as well as 

biking to the office, as well as for golf or completing the business outfit, well used 

for men short, polyester microfiber yarn, combine the requirements of sports with 

a fashionable look. The textured surface enhances its technical performances. It is 

quick dry, breathable, abrasion resistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no curling 

and rigid. It can be bonded and taped, as well as added finishings like antibacterial 

properties. Weight: 115 g/sqm  Composition: PL 100 %

Fast 
drying

Odour 
Control

Breathability Super 
density
 yarn

Easy care  No Pilling  UV 
Protection

SELLA  94B09 05

Woven, light weight , extra fine, comfort. Super technical and high performance 

fabric, useful for functional garments as well as competition, fitness and training. 

Athletics: running and cycling. Swimwear: men short, high chlorine resistance. 

Tennis and golf end use because the breathability: it has very good air passage, 

fast dry and moisture management. It is suitable for tapeable, bonding, ultrasou-

nd and laser technologies. No curling effect, no pilling and high tear resistance.

Weight: 88 gr/sqm  Composition: PL 100 % 

94B09 05 SELLA
dis 9683    
col 084 

No Pilling  Fast 
drying

Breathability Easy care  Extra Fine Comfort   

8786



FURKA  9A566 05

Woven twill fabric, equally ideally suited for outerwear-mountain cloths as well as biking 

to the office, as well as for golf or completing the business outfit, well used for men short, 

polyester microfiber yarn, combine the requirements of sports with a fashionable look. The 

textured surface enhances its technical performances. It is quick dry, breathable, abrasion 

resistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no curling and rigid. It can be bonded and taped, 

as well as added finishings like antibacterial properties. Weight: 114 g/sqm  

Composition: PL 100 %. 

9A566 05 FURKA   
col 68H 

Odour 
Control

Fast 
drying

Breathability Super 
density
 yarn

Easy care  No Pilling  UV 
Protection

LYS  9574A 05

9574A 05 LYS  
col D44 

Woven twill fabric, equally ideally suited for outerwear-mountain cloths as well as 

biking to the office, as well as for golf or completing the business outfit, well used 

for men short, polyester microfiber yarn, combine the requirements of sports with 

a fashionable look. The textured surface enhances its technical performances. It is 

quick dry, breathable, abrasion resistant, very light, sun-block, easy care, no curling 

and rigid. It can be bonded and taped, as well as added finishings like antibacterial 

properties. Weight: 77 g/sqm Composition: PL 100%  

Odour 
Control

Fast 
drying

Breathability Super 
density
 yarn

Easy care  No Pilling  UV 
Protection

8988



SUPERFREECUT  9A457

9A457 SUPERFREECUT     
col A68

Uniting 3 sizes in 1. Free cut. Very light and soft on the 

skin. 4-way stretch, perfect recover and no curling, high 

technical performance for a new generation of underwear 

tha adaptsperfectly to every curve. Weight: 70 gr/sqm

Composition: PL 79 %  EL 21%

Breathability No Pilling  Easy care  Extra Fine Comfort   Super
density
 yarn

4-way 
stretch

Super 
Comfort

BASE Layer 

9190



BESTRIPE  9A382

A very successful fabric for sports underwear styles, combined with the high 

technical performance of the woven fabric, combined with a decorative effect 

of transparent/covering. It is very comfortable thanks to its 4 way stretch, very 

light, suitable for free cut and bonding technologies. Weight: 55gr/sqm    

Composition: PL 74 % EL 26%. 

9A382 BESTRIPE 
dis 9629     
col 084 

Breathability No Pilling  Extra Fine Comfort   4-way 
stretch

Super 
Comfort

Ultra Light Free cut

BASE Layer 

BILIGHT  0612A

Very light fabric, soft touch, second skin feeling, ultra fine, high density 

yarn. Perfect with ultrasonic and bonding technologies. Very comfor-

table thanks to its 4 way stretch, no curling effect and presents a very 

good recover. Perfect for sports underwear styles. Weight: 

45gr/sqm  Composition: PL 79 % EL 21%

0612A BILIGHT      
col B48

Breathability Extra Fine 4-way 
stretch

Super 
Comfort

Ultra Light MoldableSuper
density
 yarn

Easy care  

BASE Layer 

9392



Elegant fabric with a high technical content, 4-way stretch. 

It presents an iridescent appearance because it uses special 

yarns. Wide possibility of colorways in mono-dye or bi-dye. Used 

in lingerie with the possibility of being moulded, suitable for 

technical inserts in the bra and athleisure sports garments with 

fashion content. Weight: 100 g/sqm Composition: PL 78 % EL 22 %

ARGENTO 0640A

0640A ARGENTO
col 338

Breathability4-way 
stretch

Fast drying Extra Fine Super 
density
 yarn

Ultra Light Super 
comfort

Moldable

First Layer 

VENICE.GRS 9A477

9A477 VENICE.GRS
dis 5999
col Y5C

Recycled & Fashion

Soft and fluffy fabric, texture effects and 3D designs, with gentle 

volume, GRS certified, currently very trendy. It is a 4 way stretch 

fabric, presenting super comfort and freedom of movement.

Suitable for swimwear and also for athleisure. Wide range of 

colors.Weight: 133 g/sqm. 

Recycled PL 35% EL 55% PL 10%

Fast dryingBreathability No pillingWind Proof  Comfort   Easy care  Jacquard  

9594



Boselli B-ACTIVE is a technology that guarantees hygiene and freshness.
B-ACTIVE is a permanent technology, with antimocrobial properties, 
(bacteria, fungi) not harmful because it has no migration to the skin or 
even to the environment. Excellent skin tolerance (OECD 406, HRIPT); free 
of heavy metals: it has nosilver, TBT, formaldehyde, Triclosan, arsenic, zinc. 
It is not toxic to wastewater bacteria (activated sludge).
Boselli B-ACTIVE is a biodegradable product (OECD 209/302B) BPR and 
EPA. Boselli B-ACTIVE works in three phases: 1-microorganisms rise on the 
tissue and meet B-ACTIVE, 2 - B-ACTIVE pierces the cell membrane, 3- 
the cell is deactivated and the microorganism cannot grow and proliferate.

CARE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

Boselli B-ACTIVE

B.ACTIVE

B.ACTIVE 2012A 8S

2012A 8S B.ACTIVE  
col AK6

Boselli B-ACTIVE finishing guarantees hygiene 

and freshness woven, light weight, 4-way 

stretch for extreme comfort and antibacteral. 

The treatments is long lasting and doesn’ t 

require reactivation. Ag+ions allow control and 

treatment resists water and dry cleaning. Wei-

ght: 100 g/sqm Composition:  PL 73 % EL 27 % 

4-way 
stretch

Breathability Ultra Light Extra Fine Comfort   Super 
density
 yarn

Fast 
drying

4-way 
stretch

9796
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